1. Refer to Hutchens Installation Instructions for hanger and seat installation.

2. For mounting height refer to Hutchens catalog.

3. Forward axle will always use 19.25 long radius rods, one adjustable, one non-adjustable. Remaining axle(s) use 2 adjustable radius rods, lengths as shown.

4. When considering 7 and 8 leaf springs, use the single axle/wide spread springs: 751-06, 752-02/06.
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TANDEM OVERSLUNG

- "A" nominal
- "C" nominal

UNDERSLUNG OPTION - ALL AXLES

- "A" nominal
- "C" nominal

TRI-AXLE OVERSLUNG

- "A" nominal
- "B" nominal

NO-HOP OPTION - REAR AXLE ONLY

- Remaining axles are overslung

INVERTED U-BOLT

- "A" nominal
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H9700 72" & 73" & 81"
WB 5" RD AXLE
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